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(Handout; for Discussion Item E-2)
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The Tacoma
Environmental Action Plan
Kristin Lynett
Office of Environmental Policy and Sustainability
December 16th, 2015

Background
• Need to update and expand our 2008 Climate Action Plan
• Hired consultants in July
• Created inter-department and agency Advisory Committee and
Stakeholder meetings
• Funding for Plan from ES, TPU, and general gov’t
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Framework
• Serving our Community
• City Leading By Example
• Individual Choices Matter
• Baseline Metric Indicators
• 5 year Targets

Action Prioritization
• Implementation of existing goal or policy
• Lifecycle costs
• First cost (capital or not), O & M, End-of-life

• Scale of GHG Reductions
• Co-Benefits
• Local economy, local environment, health, equity

• Benefits per dollar
• Community Support

Category

Serving Our
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City Leading By
Example

Individual
Choices
Mater

Baseline
Metric
Indicator

5 Year
Target

Buildings and
Energy

Work with
regional partners
to increase energy
efficiency
standards in the
State Building
Code.

Hire Resource
Conservation
Manager to track and
report utility
performance and
Energy Star scores
and develop a
Resource
Conservation
Management Plan
and Policy to guide
efficiency
investments,
operations, and
behaviors in City
facilities

Check out a Killa-Watt meter at
a Tacoma Public
Library to see
how much energy
your appliances
and electronics
use.

14 Energy
Star
buildings

30 Energy
Star
buildings
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Individual
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Mater

Baseline
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Indicator

5 Year
Target

Transportation

Develop
education
programs and
materials for the
public on
benefits and
practicalities of
electric vehicles.

Convert garbage
trucks to renewable
natural gas produced
from methane at the
City’s wastewater
treatment plant.

Hate driving to
Seattle? Park at
the Tacoma
Dome Station for
free and take an
Express Bus that
leaves frequently,
day and night.

415 electric
vehicles (as

2000
vehicles

of July 2015)

Comp Plan Synergy
• Implement code that discourages development on lands where such development would endanger life, property or
infrastructure, or where important ecological functions or environmental quality would be adversely affected.
• Develop Urban Forestry Implementation Strategy that identifies and prioritizes strategic and equitable planting locations,
incentives, public engagement and education, retention strategies and maintenance. Create adequate and stable funding for
Strategy implementation.
• Improve regulations to encourage tree preservation and protection on private property and in the rights-of-way.
• Develop policy for street vacations that protects habitat and access to land appropriate for urban agriculture.
• Support urban agriculture and clear legal hurdles so citizens can sell produce grown in the city.
• Hire a green building advocate for the city’s Permit Office to identify incentives, remove barriers, and encourage green building
practices.
• Develop sidewalk, curb ramp, and crosswalk inventories to prioritize future investments, as part of a Pedestrian Mobility Strategy.
• Evaluate the development code related to landslide and flooding hazards.
• Conduct additional studies (including data gathering, research, and mapping) to identify infrastructure that will be impacted by
sea level rise and flooding.

Public Input and Next Steps
• Climate Conversation series culminated on Dec. 7 at open house
• Online survey open until Dec. 31
• Present draft plan to IPS on January 27rd
• Present draft plan to City Council on Feb. 16th

http://tacomaeap.publicmeeting.info/

Marijuana Regulations
Update
City of Tacoma
Planning and Development Services

Planning Commission
December 16, 2015

Discussion Topics
 Background
– Cooperatives
– Medical Marijuana
– Risks and Violations
 Key Issues
 Proposed Schedule
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Cooperatives
(2SSB 5052, Section 26)
o Up to 4 Qualifying Patients (QPs) and/or
designated providers (DPs)
o May grow up to 60 plants
o Members must share responsibility (labor,
not money) for production and processing
o Must be in a domicile of one of the
participants
o Location must register with LCB
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Cooperatives Cont.
(2SSB 5052, Section 26)
o Must be one mile from existing retailers
o Must be 1000’ from sensitive uses unless
further reduced by local jurisdictions
o If a member leaves cooperative, no new
member may join for 60 days
o Marijuana only for medical use of
members; may not be sold, donated, etc.
o Minors may not participate
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Medical Marijuana
(2SSB 5052, Section 19)
 QPs or DPs may obtain medicinal marijuana
from retailers
 QP or DP may also grow in own domicile,
up to 6 plants for personal medical use
 Health care prof. can determine greater
medical needs and authorize up to 15 plants
 QPs who choose to not register in State
medical database can have 4 plants
 Exempt from State retail sales taxes
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Risks and Violations
Health Risks
 Mold and Mildew
 Cooking products to extract oils
 Risks to children in the homes
 Smoke odor
 Discarding of materials
 Storage and handling of butane, hexane,
propane and other chemicals and gasses
in a residential setting
 Hazards to abutting property owners
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Risks and Violations
Fire and Building Safety
 Electrical Fires
 Unpermitted Work
– Building, plumbing, electrical and
ventilation equipment
– Work primarily done without the benefit
of permits
– Work is substandard
– Overload of circuits
– Ventilation systems going through
7
firewalls and exterior walls

Risks and Violations
Miscellaneous
 Increased foot traffic in a residential areas
 60 plants is too many for a residential environment
 Smoke and odor complaints are virtually
impossible to enforce
 Enforcement of cooperatives will be very difficult
and staff resources will be negatively impacted
 Right of entry hurdles
– May only inspect from the public right-of-way
when it comes to private property
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Key Issues
Restrict or ban cooperatives

 Why propose a ban?
– Health, fire and safety concerns
– Police reports
– Code violations
– Public perception
 Ban could be temporary
– Collect information on how cooperatives
are working in other jurisdictions
– Assess medical marijuana needs
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Key Issues
Cap on retail marijuana stores
 Tacoma allowed 8 retail stores under existing
rules; more stores anticipated due to merging
medical and recreational markets
 LCB conducted study; report released 12-15-15
 Tacoma’s allotment to go from 8 to 16 retail stores
 The State’s initial cap methodology based on
population, necessity, safety and security
 Proposed cap methodology appears to be based
in large part on medical sales
 Recommend Tacoma adopt a cap as State rules
can be changed
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Key Issues
Dispersion of retail marijuana stores
 Prevent clustering of stores and overconcentration
 Consider 1,000’ dispersion so as to not create
nonconforming uses
 Dispersion and caps interrelated
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12

13

Key Issues
Public notification
 Recommend public notice mail notification at 1,000
feet for new retail stores
 Helpful to notify the public about potential new retail
stores in their community
 Can alert the State Board and local staff of any
sensitive uses that may have been missed during
location analysis
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Proposed Schedule
January 6, 2016
February 3

State Releases Draft Rules
Planning Commission – Releases Proposed
Amendments for Public Review

March 2

Planning Commission – Public Hearing

March 16

Planning Commission – Council Recommendation

April – May

City Council – Public Hearing and Adoption of
Amendments

July 1, 2016

State – New rules/licensing goes into effect
15

Marijuana Regulations
Update
City of Tacoma
Planning and Development Services

Planning Commission
December 16, 2015

Backup Slides

Recent Regulatory History
 State Initiative No. 692 (1998)
 Tacoma Initiative No. 1 (2011)
 State Initiative 502 (2012)
 Tacoma Nuisance Code Regulations (2012)
 Tacoma Interim Recreational Marijuana
Regulations (2013)
 Tacoma Permanent Recreational Marijuana
Regulations (February 2015)
 State Law Amended (July 2015)
18

State Law Changes
 2SSB 5052
– Integration of medical marijuana market into established
recreational system
– Similar state application process, but with preferences
– Similar siting restrictions, but with local flexibility
– Removes “collective gardens,” but creates
“cooperatives”

 2E2SHB 2136
– Reduced and simplified taxation
– Provided limited sharing of state taxes with local
jurisdictions
19

Key Issues
Better controls on ‘nuisance operators.’
 Consider restrictions on licenses issued to
‘nuisance operators’ (those with history of building,
nuisance, zoning code and other civil violations)
 Work with Legal and Tax and License on
appropriate regulations
 Other cities (e.g. Seattle) have adopted similar
controls

20
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FIRE CODES AND STANDARDS: DENVER'S
LEGALIZED MARIJUANA INDUSTRY AND THE
FIRE CODE
02/23/2015
BY BRIAN LUKUS
Medical marijuana businesses began to be licensed and regulated in Colorado in 2010,
and retail marijuana businesses followed in January 2014. This new industry has posed
several challenges to the Denver Fire Department (DFD) regarding fire code compliance,
fire safety inspections, and first responder safety since its inception. Although marijuana
legalization, including consumption and business regulations, has been passed at the
Colorado state level, the location and regulation of marijuana businesses (sales, growing,
infused products, and testing) require local jurisdiction approval. Some Colorado
jurisdictions have not allowed marijuana businesses within their city limits. Denver was the
first city to allow recreational sales in Colorado. Now, with well over 800 marijuana
licenses in Denver, the industry is booming. This article conveys how the DFD has
adapted to this new industry so other fire jurisdictions with legalized marijuana can benefit
from this information. DFD marijuana industry guidelines and policies are available at
www.denvergov.org/DFDMarijuanaInfo.
Marijuana businesses are regulated by several Denver and Colorado state agencies as
either medical or retail licensed businesses. However, for fire code compliance, medical
and retail businesses are one and the same.

http://www.fireengineering.com/articles/print/volume-168/issue-2/features/fire-codes-and... 12/16/2015
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There are four types of marijuana businesses in the city and county of Denver licensed by
the Denver Department of Excise and Licenses; each is issued as a medical or a retail
business. They can be stand-alone locations or combined with all functions at one
location:
• Marijuana Center, Store, or Dispensary. This is a location for the sale of marijuana. It
can sell medical, retail marijuana, or both, depending on the type of licenses
obtained.
• Lab. This is a testing lab for recreational marijuana to determine potency and the
presence of other trace materials regulated by Colorado state laws.
• Optional Premise Cultivation (OPC) or Grow Facility. This is where plants are grown.
A single location can hold several licenses, depending on the size of the operation
and whether it grows just medical, retail marijuana, or both.
• Manufacturer of Infused Product (MIP). This is where plant oil is extracted or where
marijuana-infused food products are manufactured. As with all other business types,
an MIP must obtain the appropriate licenses-medical, retail marijuana, or both.
Fire Code Compliance

Fire code regulation of the marijuana industry has been a challenge since 2010 when
medical marijuana businesses were first legalized. Denver adopted the 2009 International
Fire Code as the base fire code with amendments, known as the "2011 Denver Fire Code
(DFC)." There is no "marijuana" chapter within the fire code to provide any guidance. It
has been the DFD's goal, where possible, to try to mirror code regulations for similar
industries to fairly regulate the marijuana industry. Each of the licensed marijuana
business types noted above has its own unique safety hazards.
Marijuana Centers

Of the four types of licensed marijuana business locations in Denver, marijuana centers
are typically occupancies with the least number of fire code violations seen during
inspections. Typically, they are small mercantile occupancies about the size of a coffee or
sandwich shop. Because the sale of marijuana is not legal under federal law, some
operators have difficulty obtaining banking services and operate as all-cash businesses.
Between marijuana inventory and cash on hand, security is a big concern for retail
centers. Noncompliant means of egress are typically the cause of fire code violations
during inspections. Dead-bolted doors or electronically secured doors must comply with
fire code requirements to allow free egress for occupants at all times.

http://www.fireengineering.com/articles/print/volume-168/issue-2/features/fire-codes-and... 12/16/2015
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Labs

Retail marijuana businesses are required to test marijuana for potency, pesticides, and
trace substances as required by Colorado state law. Marijuana testing labs perform this
function, typically using gas chromatography. Thus far, the DFD has observed small
amounts of hazardous materials in marijuana testing labs such as hydrogen, nitrogen, and
alcohols in quantities that are below DFC maximum allowable quantities.
Optional Premise Cultivation

Plant cultivation locations, or the slang term "grows," have many safety concerns that are
regulated through the DFC. Working closely with the Denver Building Department during
the construction review and permitting process, grows, including greenhouses, are
regulated as F-1 occupancies in the Denver Building Code. Greenhouses are traditionally
regulated as U occupancies in the International Building Code (IBC); however, the hazards
are different in a marijuana grow than in a standard vegetable greenhouse. The F-1
occupancy classification was determined based on high electric demand for grow lamps,
fumigation operations, carbon dioxide (CO2) enrichment, maze-like room layouts, and the
fact that most grows in Denver are located in former storage occupancies (warehouses)
and can have neighboring tenants potentially affected by these operations. Also, growing
marijuana is labor intensive; the occupant load of workers is higher than one would expect
in a typical U occupancy greenhouse. Larger grow operations can have more than 100
employees, and they operate around the clock.
Most grows go through the change-of-occupancy process, requiring that the building be
brought up to current code requirements. F-1 occupancies of more than 12,000 square
feet are required to be sprinklered. Unsprinklered occupancies are subject to the opening
requirements of DFC 903.2.11.1, which requires window or door openings every 50 lineal
feet so a defensive fire attack can be initiated if necessary. We have also seen the use of
intermodal box containers (IBCs) as grow rooms. Use of these IBC containers falls under
the same building and fire code requirements for occupancy classification, egress door
hardware, and sprinklering of the containers if the building is required to be sprinklered.
Fire inspectors ensure that all construction permits, including electrical permits, have been
obtained and final inspections have been conducted prior to allowing occupancy of any
new business. Electrical demands to serve the numerous grow lamps typically operating at
1,000 watts each are very high. Several fires have occurred as a result of the melting of
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the overhead electrical service. Although the inside electrical system was sized correctly
and inspected, the electric utility service from the transformer was never upgraded. A
closer working relationship with the electric utility Xcel Energy solved this problem.
The demand for space to grow plants is increasing. With most growing performed in
former warehouse buildings, vertical building height already exists in their space. We are
now seeing the progression to vertical plant growing on tiers of storage racks up to 30 feet
in height. At this time, the DFD is assessing whether to regulate these operations as highpile storage or something different.
CO2 Enrichment

CO2 enrichment is a method used to enhance plant growth and leads to a faster and
higher plant yield (photo 1). Nationally, CO2 systems have become a concern because of
recent deaths from beverage dispenser leaks; the 2015 International Fire Code has new
code language addressing these systems. However, CO2 enrichment systems found in
marijuana grow rooms are different in that they intentionally flood the grow rooms with
CO2. These systems present potential asphyxiation hazards and are regulated by
operational and system installation permits issued by the DFD Fire Prevention Division.
Growers typically keep CO2 levels in rooms at less than 1,500 parts per million (ppm). For
context, the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) eight-hour permissible
exposure limit (PEL) is 5,000 ppm. These systems are required to have a local CO2
detection system in each enriched room set to alarm at 5,000 ppm and a master control
valve to shut off the flow of CO2 at the source. Warning signs are also required. Typical
CO2 enrichment can be in the form of compressed/liquefied CO2 systems or a CO2
generator supplied by natural gas. Compressed/liquefied CO2 systems can be as small as
a few cylinders located inside each grow room or as large as a bulk tank located outdoors.
CO2 generators operate from a fuel-fired source that, as a part of the combustion process,
off-gases CO2 and carbon monoxide (CO). Because of the CO hazard, this appliance is
regulated by the Denver Mechanical Code as a nonvented fuel-fired appliance and
requires a CO detector interlocked to an exhaust fan that operates on high levels of CO.
The DFC does not permit the use of portable propane tanks and cylinders to supply these
generators. If used, they are required to be supplied from the building natural gas system.
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Photos by author.
Fumigation

Fumigation is an operation regulated by the DFC and requires an operational permit to
perform. Under this permit, hazard signage is posted at entrances, and the type of
occupancy is reviewed for any potential threat to adjacent tenants. This has proven difficult
to enforce, as growers sometimes fumigate overnight without the appropriate permits. The
methods of most concern are sulfur burners (photo 2) to control powdery mildew and CO2
fumigation to control pests. Sulfur burners heat elemental sulfur, creating sulfur dioxide. If
inhaled, sulfur dioxide can create sulfuric acid in the presence of moisture and can burn
the respiratory tract. CO2 can be used to fumigate at levels above OSHA's immediately
dangerous to life or health level of 40,000 ppm to control pests. Both of these operations
are of concern to workers entering the space, adjacent tenants unaware of this fumigation
activity, and first responders entering after hours.
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Marijuana-Infused Product Kitchens

Manufacture of MIPs is becoming more prevalent as the industry seeks a more
concentrated form of tetrahydrocannabinol (THC)-the principal psychoactive component of
the marijuana plant that can be extracted in highly concentrated oil-in oil extracts. The oil
is used in edible goods or balms, and the extract oil can be smoked or vaporized. There
are many ways to extract oil, most of which use hazardous materials. The DFD reviews
the extraction process and issues a marijuana extraction operational permit to ensure it is
performed in compliance with the DFC.
Extraction using butane is the most cost effective yet the most dangerous method used.
The DFC prohibits open releases of butane to the atmosphere during the extraction.
Several manufacturers produce equipment that cycles butane around a closed-loop
system passing through the plant material (photo 3). The butane under pressure in liquid
form acts as a solvent and breaks the THC from the plant. The butane is then recollected,
and oil can then be retrieved. DFC 2703.2.3 requires equipment processing hazardous
materials to be listed or approved. Currently, there are no listings [such as an Underwriters
Laboratories (UL) listing] for this equipment to verify it has been constructed adequately to
process a liquefied flammable gas. Therefore, the approval process for extraction
equipment is based on DFC 104.7.2: an engineering analysis, signed and sealed by a
licensed professional engineer, is submitted for DFD approval. Typically, the basis of the
engineering analysis is National Fire Protection Association 58, Liquefied Petroleum Gas
Code. Businesses using this equipment are required to have a hazardous exhaust system
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installed to capture any potential release of butane, and the Colorado state marijuana laws
require that the operation be in a dedicated room. Additionally, a local hydrocarbon
detector is required to alert the operator of butane leaks. Requiring closed systems and an
equipment-approval process is critical to safely perform extractions using butane. There
have been seven butane explosions in Denver since January 2014 caused by using
unapproved butane open-blast extraction methods. This method releases butane to the
atmosphere with the user standing in a cloud of flammable gas. Because this extraction
can be performed so cheaply, it is used in both businesses and residential settings.

CO2 extraction is another method of producing marijuana oil. The equipment must follow
the same DFD approval and permitting process as the butane equipment. Although there
is no explosion risk as with butane, the systems can run at pressures as high as 10,000
pounds per square inch (psi); consequently, the equipment must be reviewed to ensure it
is constructed appropriately. Businesses using this equipment are required to perform the
extraction in a dedicated room, and a local CO2 alarm is required to alert of CO2 leaks.
Another extraction method is an alcohol distillation or heated evaporation process.
Although alcohol is common, any flammable liquid can be used. Marijuana is soaked in
alcohol and then the liquid is boiled off, leaving the oil behind. Larger operations recapture
the alcohol in a distillation process for reuse. This process can also be used as a
refinement after a CO2 or butane extraction. A number of methods and types of equipment
can be used for this extraction process, and the DFC requirements are the same for each.
A hazardous exhaust hood is required over the extraction process to capture any
flammable vapors released, and equipment must be rated for heating flammable liquids.
The one exception is a piece of equipment called a "solvent distillation unit" that is
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regulated in International Fire Code 3405 and has a UL listing specifically for distilling
solvents.
The Denver City Council is considering an ordinance to limit the types of extractions
conducted outside of licensed businesses, including residential settings. This includes
prohibiting dangerous butane extractions and limiting extractions using flammable liquids.
Inspections

In the city and county of Denver, marijuana businesses are inspected at the time of first
licensure and biannually thereafter by the DFD Fire Prevention Division inspectors certified
to NFPA fire inspector II. Fire inspections are also performed routinely from referrals by
other agency or public requests. An inspection is required as part of the business licensing
process to ensure all appropriate permits have been obtained, including any change of
occupancy building upgrades, prior to the business operating.
Fire code violations are more prevalent in marijuana-related occupancies than in any other
occupancy type in Denver. Violations include overloaded electrical systems, noncompliant
construction (e.g., unpermitted construction, noncompliant locks), using unapproved
marijuana extraction equipment, unapproved CO2 enrichment systems, and occupying a
space without a certificate of occupancy. Fire code violations are processed by the
issuance of a written Order to Comply and/or a court summons for a general violation.
The number of inspections has increased substantially since 2010. Today, the DFD has
three uniformed fire inspectors dedicated for marijuana-related inspections. Fire
operations crews conduct preplans for these facilities as they do for any other commercial
building in Denver, highlighting any hazards specific to that site. Businesses operating
legally (i.e., with correct licenses and fire permits) are not identified as target hazards.
(This article discusses legal marijuana business regulations, not the illegal side of the
industry.)
Firefighter Safety

First responders should be aware of several hazards associated with marijuana-related
occupancies when responding to these facilities:
• In a fire incident, know what is above you. Grow lighting systems (photo 4) are often
installed on suspension systems that are lowered to the ground when plants are
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small and then raised as the plants grow taller. These lighting systems would be a
serious entanglement hazard if they were to fall on the firefighters operating below.
• CO2 enrichment systems have the potential to fail and become asphyxiation
hazards, and CO2 generators can result in high CO levels. This could be a medical
emergency with a down person or on-site workers with headaches.
• Fumigation activities can be hazardous and occur when growers are not on site.
Sulfur dioxide produced from sulfur burners is hazardous if inhaled. The rotten egg
smell of sulfur and burning of the respiratory tract are signs this fumigation can be in
operation.
• Marijuana growers typically do not grow in a building with one large open room. They
need to isolate the plants that are at different stages of growth. Large converted
warehouses can be maze-like with multiple rooms. The DFD requires a graphic map
(floor plan) at the main entrance whenever these maze-like conditions exist; a posted
graphic map is also required for occupancies with a fire alarm panel.
• Modified electrical systems are always a concern in grow operations. Power may be
run from neighboring buildings. If main power is shut off during an incident, notice if
lights are still on in portions of the building.

BRIAN LUKUS, P.E., a seven-year member of the Denver (CO) Fire Department, is a
licensed fire protection engineer in the Fire Prevention Division. He has a master of
science degree in fire protection engineering from Worcester Polytechnic Institute. He also
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THE HAZARDS OF GROW HOUSES
06/01/2010
BY BILL GUSTIN
The environment favorable for growing marijuana indoors can be a very dangerous
environment for firefighters when a fire occurs in a “grow house.” The term “grow house” is
misleading because it implies that marijuana growing occurs only in detached private
dwellings, which is hardly the case. For example, one or two rooms in apartments are
commonly converted to a grow house to produce a small crop. Conversely, some of the
largest and most productive grow houses are located in rented warehouse bays (photo 1).
For this article, a grow house refers to any indoor marijuana-growing operation.

(1) This grow house, located in a rented warehouse bay, is essentially a wood-frame
shack built inside a Type II noncombustible building. This enclosure is oxygen deficient
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because of the use of carbon dioxide from cylinders to hasten the growth of the plants.
(Photos by Eric Goodman.)
Growing operations are replete with electric hazards because of exposed wiring, terminals,
and connections. Artificial light is created by high-voltage mercury vapor or high-pressure
sodium lamps, each requiring its own igniter, capacitor, and transformer (photo 2).
Firefighters risk electrocution if they make bodily contact with a metal tool or direct a
stream of water on this equipment at close range. The risk for electrocution is intensified
when firefighters operate in limited visibility, which may not be improved by a thermal
imaging camera (TIC), because the ceilings and walls are commonly covered with
reflective insulation board. The reflective surface acts as a mirror when viewed through a
TIC (photo 3). All but the smallest growing operations require a substantial amount of
electricity to illuminate the high-intensity lights and run the air-conditioners necessary to
remove the excessive heat produced by the lights. The power is commonly obtained by
illegally and dangerously tapping into the electric service before the electric meter (photo
4). This diversion of the electrical service is usually connected to separate electrical panels
specifically for the grow operation (photo 5). The theft of electricity and makeshift wiring
make it almost impossible for firefighters to ensure that the power has been shut off.

(2) Each high-intensity lamp requires its own capacitor, which holds an electrical charge
after power is shut off, and a transformer, to step up voltage.
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(3) Light from high-pressure sodium vapor lamps reflects off the walls and ceilings. The
reflective surface acts as a mirror when viewed through a thermal imaging camera.
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(4) The wire just below the back of the weatherhead taps into the electrical service before
the electric meter. [Photos courtesy of Miami-Dade (FL) Fire Rescue.]

(5) Illegal diversion of electric service is usually connected to separate panels specifically
for the grow operation. Theft of electricity and makeshift wiring make it almost impossible
to ensure that the power is disconnected.
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Grow houses are extensively insulated to increase the efficiency of air-conditioning and to
reduce heat transfer to the upper floors and attic. Foil-covered insulation board commonly
blocks window openings. Several inches of insulation are needed to prevent an unusually
warm roof, indicative of a grow house, from being spotted by a helicopter infrared device.
Extensive insulation and covered exterior openings will hasten flashover conditions.
Insulation overhead can mask indications of fire in the attic or in the space between the
ceiling of the growing area and the floor above. Marijuana has a distinct, pungent odor,
which is readily detectable outside a grow house. To prevent detection, grow house
operators use large carbon filters to absorb odors and may seal roof soffit vents when
ventilation ductwork terminates in the attic. Odor venting from turbines at or near the roof
ridge is less likely to be noticed than odors venting from soffits. Similarly, it is not
uncommon to route exhaust ductwork into a toilet to vent the odor of marijuana up a
plumbing stack penetrating the roof. Air circulation is vital for growing marijuana and to
reduce condensation that can accumulate in cold climates. As a result, growers commonly
cut holes in floors to extend ductwork from the basement and between floors; this presents
a falling hazard for firefighters as well as a route for vertical fire extension. Firefighters
operating in a smoky grow house also risk entanglement in electric wires, water tubing
suspended from the ceiling, string to support mature plants, and wire helixes inside flexible
ductwork (photo 6).
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(6) Flexible ducts, used to exhaust telltale odor and circulate air, pose a common
entanglement hazard in most grow houses. [Photos courtesy of Miami-Dade (FL) Fire
Rescue.]
Grow houses commonly have one or more pressurized gas cylinders, which can explode if
exposed to fire. The cylinders are used to enrich the concentration of carbon dioxide
(CO2) to hasten growth of the plants. This is achieved by releasing CO2 gas from a
cylinder or producing it from a natural gas or a propane-fueled CO2 generator. Increasing
the level of CO2 can cause an oxygen-deficient atmosphere. Firefighters entering an
enclosed growing space must use their self-contained breathing apparatus until the space
is ventilated and metered for adequate oxygen concentration. Propane vapor leaking from
a cylinder connected to a carbon-monoxide generator inside a grow house in Miami-Dade
County, Florida, exploded, resulting in a partial collapse of the structure and the death of
one of its occupants (photo 7). Fortunately, the explosion occurred before the firefighters
arrived. Booby traps intended to thwart the theft of plants cannot distinguish among a
burglar, a police officer, or a firefighter. Booby traps in grow houses may be sophisticated
or as simple as boards with protruding nails positioned on the floor inside of doorways.

(7) This grow house partially collapsed as the result of an explosion caused by propane
leaking from a cylinder. The propane fueled a carbon dioxide generator.
Although it is very difficult to identify a grow house from the outside, firefighters conducting
a 360° size-up should suspect any unusual hoses or wires entering a building and report
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their presence to the incident commander (IC). For example, police officers serving a
warrant at a suspected grow house by chance happened to notice something unusual
about the house next door to the suspected house: Two hoses from the swimming pool
pump entered the house through a hole in an exterior wall. The officers suspected that the
hoses were connected to a heat pump used to air-condition a grow operation. Their
suspicions were raised when they examined the other side of the house and found largegauge electric wires that evidently tapped into the underground electrical service before it
entered the meter (photo 8).

(8) These wires to a grow house tapped into the underground electrical service before the
meter. (Photo by Eric Goodman.)

The first indication of a grow operation observed by firefighters operating in limited visibility
may be a garden hose leading to a large garbage can containing water and a submersible
pump, commonly used to water marijuana plants. Similarly, pumps, hoses, or plastic
containers in a bath tub or shower are also suspect. Window openings covered on the
inside are usually concealed by blinds and are impossible to detect; however, firefighters
breaking windows from the outside for ventilation who encounter any type of covering on
the inside should immediately notify the IC of a suspected grow house.
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Remember that grow houses are typically secured extensively to prevent detection and
break-ins. Consequently, firefighters entering a suspected grow house should rely on only
one means of escape—the door through which they entered; all other doors and windows
may be blocked or covered. Accordingly, companies operating on the exterior of a
suspected grow house should rapidly force alternate means of egress for firefighters
operating inside.
There is a significant civilian life hazard at many grow houses because a portion of a
residence is used for growing while the remainder is occupied by families with children.
Unfortunately, innocent children are at risk because of their parents’ greed; the front door
may be their only means of escape from fire, because all other doorways are blocked and
the windows are covered. Firefighters searching for occupants of a suspected grow house
should strongly consider vent-enter-search (VES) operations. This tactic involves breaking
windows from the outside, completely removing the sash and any covering on the inside,
making entry, and searching the area near the window. VES allows rapid entry and search
of bedrooms, which can be difficult to locate from the inside because of a grow house’s
makeshift partitions.
Firefighters place themselves at great risk when they enter a fire building without knowing
its occupancy because they literally do not know what they’re getting into. Knowing a
building’s occupancy or use gives firefighters a general idea of its floor plan and what
hazards to expect. Firefighters are at greater risk, however, when they enter a house
thinking it is a residential occupancy and are not aware that it is used for a marijuanagrowing operation. Recognizing a grow house early and being aware of the associated
hazards are keys to reducing the risk to firefighters operating at fires in these dangerous
and illegal occupancies.
Thanks to Sgt. Chris McManus, Miami-Dade (FL) Police Narcotics Bureau, for his
assistance with this article.
BILL GUSTIN, a 37-year veteran of the fire service, is a captain with Miami-Dade (FL) Fire
Rescue and lead instructor in his department’s officer training program. He began his fire
service career in the Chicago area and teaches fire training programs in Florida and other
states. He is a marine firefighting instructor and has taught fire tactics to ship crews and
firefighters in Caribbean countries. He also teaches forcible entry tactics to fire
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departments and SWAT teams of local and federal law enforcement agencies. Gustin is
an editorial advisory board member of Fire Engineering.
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Legal Marijuana Grows – Growing A Problem

Caoimhín P. Connell
Forensic Industrial Hygienist

Preface
The author of the following discussion recognizes that there are exceptions to the rule, and that
not all grow ops are the same, and not all grow operators are the same. Furthermore, the author
of this discussion is one of many voters who initially supported medical marijuana reform in
the legislature, but quickly learned that the practical applications of that reform created a far
more serious and insidious public health problem. Therefore, the generalities described here
are, at this point in time, accurate.
Introduction
Wisdom notwithstanding, many states are now adopting “medical marijuana” statutes. As the
citizens of these states are finding out, the result is a lot more than what they bargained for.
Many voters presumed that the marijuana would be as highly regulated as any other legitimate
drug; grown by highly trained professionals in clean, well regulated facilities. And it was
presumed that the owners of which would be in compliance with normal environmental
regulations, labor regulations, and all the rest that one presumes to accompany a legitimate
drug dispensation network.
Many voters assumed the drug would be dispensed, like any other drug, from the local
pharmacist, dressed in a nicely pressed shirt and tie, and wearing a nice white lab coat from a
gleaming white dispensary. The ugly truth is very ugly; and very different.
Based on our extensive experience in legal and illegal grow ops, the typical lawful marijuana
grow operation is not unlike other types of clandestine drug operations; the operator is usually
a nefarious character, who usually has a long criminal record. Marijuana grows are frequently
found in the same shabby, filthy locations that just a few years ago would have been raided by
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the police. Dispensaries are frequently homes in your neighborhood, visited at all hours of day
and night by arrest warrants just waiting to happen.
Legal grow operators are virtually identical in operation to the illegal grow operations. As
such, there are direct parallels to legal grow operations and clandestine drug labs. Operators
typically ignore environmental waste regulations, employee health and safety regulations, fire
codes, and building codes. Operators frequently are untrained in commercial aspects of
agriculture, drawing instead upon underground texts from otherwise unknown “publishers.”
Proponents of medical marijuana grows typically skew reality by displaying photographs of
sophisticated gleaming, clean, grow ops staffed by workers in hooded Tyvek suits, wearing
respiratory protection. If that was the typical grow operation, then voters would have received
what they expected.
Commercial Operations
Most marijuana grows are most typically set up in residential homes, apartments,
condominiums, and trailer parks. Structural facilities that were never designed to handle the
chemical exposures, waste streams, and humidity levels typical of such grows.
Neighbors of the grows did not occupy their residences with the notion that they would be
living next to an uncontrolled chemical processing plant devoid of regulatory overview.
Chemicals are usually stored in an haphazard and cavalier manner; stockpiled without regard
for proper chemical storage practices.
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Chemicals Stockpiled in a Bathroom
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FACTs personnel have processed marijuana grows large and small, and one of the most
hazardous situations common in each of the grows was the presence of ultrafine particles
(UFPs) and excessive levels of carbon dioxide (CO2) and carbon monoxide. The growers
typically will use industrial grade propane powered burners to purposely produce elevated
levels of CO2 to promote plant growth. The propane burners also inadvertently produce huge
quantities of ultrafine particles, water vapor and carbon monoxide. As a result, normal
residential ventilation is incapable of handling these contaminants. The concentration of these
contaminants can be so high that they can kill a person; FACTs personnel has assisted in
criminal investigations wherein the death of a child occurred in a grow-op.
Furthermore, where the grow operation occurs in an apartment complex or condominium, the
risk is shared with the population of the entire structure.
One of the contaminants of concern is the active ingredient itself: tetrahydrocannabinol (THC),
also known as delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol (9-THC), or dronabinol; the main psychoactive
substance found in the cannabis plant.
The residential structure or apartment containing the grow was not designed to control the
fugitive emission of psychoactive substances. Grow operators are neither inclined nor
technically competent to install modern ventilation and waste management controls.
As a result, the young pregnant Mom in the apartment next door, the City Bus Driver in the
apartment above, and the children in the day care provider in the apartment below are all
exposed to whatever the mad scientist grow operator decides is the magic soup of the day.
Furthermore, the City Bus Driver, who has never used marijuana has just failed a mandatory
urine analysis for THC in his blood. In spite of his loud protestations, he is being removed
from his job, and facing disciplinary actions. The unborn child of the pregnant Mom has THC
in her blood as well with unknown developmental consequences. The toddlers in the day care
facility are getting their daily hit of pot with their peanut butter sandwiches – all unknown to
them because of an uncontrolled industrial chemical process taking place next door. Thanks to
US Federal HIPAA regulations, law enforcement, building inspectors, and health officials may
not have legal authority to even inquire if a grow operation is present in the structure.
Ancillary Hazards
Chemical hazards are not the only problem. A residential structure was not designed to
accommodate the electrical needs of a grow. The electrical wiring situation in the grow ops are
reminiscent of a plate of spaghetti. Very extensive and elaborate wiring is present inside these
houses, and the wiring virtually never meets electrical code (obviously), and treacherous
exposed and convoluted wiring arrangements are almost always found.
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Haphazard Electrical Wiring
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The residential wiring system is simply incapable of handling the electrical needs of a grow.
Growers frequently tap directly into the overhead power lines to obtain the necessary electrical
power. As a result, grow ops, even legal grow ops, invariably contain dangerous electrical
configurations that are decided illegal, and frequently result in property fires and other
mishaps.

Fire in a legal residential grow operation
Invariably found in a grow operation are grow-lights. The grow lights produce massive
exposures to UV light. In turn, the UV spectrum can not only damage unprotected surfaces, but
also, the UV light is energetic enough to break down airborne materials (such as vapors or
pesticides, etc) into a soup of other unknown contaminants with unexpected and unpredictable
health consequences. The grow operation is usually lined with silvered surfaces (see the photo
below).
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UV Hazards from Grow-lights
In a legitimate agricultural grow operation, such as a green house or hydroponic house, the UV
is properly shielded pursuant to OSHA regulations and the ventilation also meets OSHA
standards. In marijuana grows, however, even legal “medical marijuana” grows, the operator is
essentially an amateur who is employing industrial operations in a residential setting. The
majority of grows with which we have been involved, employ growers who essentially
consider themselves “environmentally friendly” and as such don't typically use 24D, 2-4-5T,
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chlordane, lindane, or the like. More often, they choose to use grow products that market
themselves as “organic” (the fact that the other compounds are also truly organic is not
important to the grower).
Another hazard not discussed by the proponents of marijuana grows is the overt criminal
element associated with the operation. For although a very, very, small minority of “medical
marijuana” users are legitimately using marijuana as a therapeutic treatment, the overwhelming
vast majority of “medical marijuana” is dispensed to casual users who have gone to specialized
MDs who are willing to prescribe marijuana without so much as a medical consultation or even
seeing the “patient.”As a result, the customer showing up at the grow next door (at 2:00 a.m.)
is probably already high, frequently in need of cash, and almost certainly has, or soon will have
a criminal record.
Where there is marijuana there are guns. The growers, typically already heavily invested in the
criminal world, recognize that their crop is highly prized by other criminals who have managed
to get what they need in the past without the need to obey existing laws or get prescriptions. As
such, they frequently don’t see much of a need to comply now. Growers are keen to protect
their crop and are willing to use deadly force to that end. Although one could legitimately
argue that every citizen has the right to use deadly force to protect their home, we need to
remember that in this case, the business owner (the home’s occupant) is exposed to a
psychoactive substance 24 hours per day, seven days per week, may very well be high,
probably has an history of other controlled substance abuse and is about to unload live rounds
to protect his stash.
Where there are drugs, there are more drugs. The root of the medical marijuana grower and
user lies deeply in the soil of the criminal world. Typically, but not always, the medical
marijuana customers, if not the growers, are also involved in other illegal drug activity. It is
common to find medical marijuana grow homes that are now also contaminated with
methamphetamine, cocaine, and a variety of other drugs.
Investment Stewardship
Landlords and banks are frequently the victims of the medical marijuana grow debacle.
Contaminated properties are expensive to remediate; especially if the grower was involved in
methamphetamine production or use. Structural damage is common and requires expensive
repairs.
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Structural Modifications For Makeshift Ventilation
Waste products such as fertilizers and other materials may have been dumped into the
backyard, down the into city sewer system, or the domestic sewerage system with resultant
damage to the septic tank and leach field. Residual odors, although perhaps not toxicologically
significant can be extremely difficult to expel and may prevent the full use and enjoyment of
the property – it may also result in a stigmatized property; damaging the market value of the
property.
Furthermore, since there are no widely accepted cleanup levels for THC, even when a property
is remediated, how clean does it have to be before the landlord or the seller is absolved of toxic
tort liability? Most property investment facilities are not willing to be the source of case history
to find out.
Having said this, remediating a grow house may not be difficult in many cases and does not
usually require gutting the property. The biggest problem in remediating a grow house is
getting rid of the odor of marijuana; that can be very difficult.
Processing marijuana oil, black tar, etc, is still illegal even in legal medical marijuana grows.
The individuals involved in these activities have little concept of chemical safety or good
chemical handling practices. As a result, in this respect, those operations are not unlike a methlab and can present terrible residual chemical hazards for unsuspecting building occupants and
future occupants unless properly remediated.
Recognizing a Former Grow Op
Grow operations present their largest threat and nuisance while in operations. After the grower
has moved on, and the structure is no longer occupied, some residual hazards may persist.
Hazards can include chemical exposures (to the crop, the chemicals used to facilitate the crop,
and other commonly associated controlled substances). Hazards can include structural hazards,
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including unauthorized modifications to the structure itself, electrical, ventilation and plumbing
systems.
When purchasing a new home, a perspective homebuyer may have clues available to them to
alert them to the possibility the home was a grow op. Contrary to the information provided on a
popular TV Show hosted by a Canadian Home Inspector, the typical Home Inspector should
not be expected to be capable of identifying a grow operation (or a methlab, or other forms of
illegal activities). Home Inspectors are excellent at identifying structural, electrical, plumbing,
code and other issues associated with a property. However, the interpretation of those
observations within the context of controlled substances is simply not within a Home
Inspector’s job description.
Home owners can protect themselves to some extent with tell-tale signs that may indicate the
need for further investigations. Such visual indicators can include visual signs of tape marks
around door and windows. Growers frequently will tape high density aluminized plastic over
doors and windows; the residual tape marks are evident after the material has been removed.
Marijuana leaves a distinctive odor behind that can linger for years. The odor is reminiscent of
a “skunk-like” odor.
Holes cut into walls for no apparent reason – occasionally such holes may still have duct work
inserted.
Heavily modified electrical junction boxes that defy the explanation of the competent Home
Inspector.
Modifications to the ventilation system that don’t seem to make sense.
Stressed vegetation on the exterior property grounds.
Unusual colonization of moulds on surfaces. (Recently, there has been a false alarm due to
pseudo scientific “studies” that have claimed hazardous levels of indoor moulds or "toxic
moulds" associated with marijuana grow operations. However, these “studies” have been based
on junk science. One of the more sensationalized of these “studies” was the recent document
by the National Jewish Health in Denver – we have provided a critical review of this “study”
here.)
Police records are not reliable sources of information since the police may not have the
authority to maintain a record of the activity. Stories from the neighbors however are not
subject to such regulatory constraints, and the neighbors may have telling stories about the
activities of the previous occupants.
Trellises and hooks in unusual locations (such as in the attic); or lines strung across the ceiling,
walls or in the attic.
Unusually elevated electrical bills accumulated by the previous occupant.
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Although none of the above indicators can be considered conclusive, the presence of one or
more may be sufficient for a perspective home buyer to escalate to the next level of inspection
– quantitative assessment. In a quantitative assessment, an Industrial Hygienist can enter the
property and perform sampling pursuant to good sampling theory and conclusively confirm or
refute the presence of compounds that are associated with legal marijuana grows, as well as
illegal operations, and clandestine drug labs.
Conclusion
In conclusion, just because a grow op may be legal does not automatically confer a guarantee
of prudence or safety. The legality of the operation does not affect the inherent hazards of
conducting an industrial process in a residential setting.
The legality of the operation does not separate the grower or the user from the dark criminal
world from which the industry grew. Most grow ops remain an untested toxic tort proving
ground for landlords, lenders and insurance companies.
About the Author
Mr. Connell has been a practicing Industrial Hygienist for over 23 years. As a former analytical
chemist and a current active sworn law enforcement officer, he has specialized training in
chemical aspects of controlled substance situations. Mr. Connell has conducted over 220
clandestine drug lab assessments. (A detailed list of projects can be found by clicking here, and
Mr. Connell’s illegal drug lab statement of qualifications can be found by clicking here.
Mr. Connell serves as an Industrial Hygiene subject matter expert for the Department of
Homeland Security InterAgency Board on the Health, Medical, and Responder Safety
SubGroup. He is a member of the American Industrial Hygiene Association (AIHA), Colorado
Drug Investigators Association, the American Conference of Governmental Industrial
Hygienists (ACGIH) and the Occupational Hygiene Society of Ireland.
Mr. Connell is a consulting Industrial Hygienist for Forensic Applications Consulting
Technologies, Inc. who offers his Industrial Hygiene consultation services on a commercial
basis to landlords, insurance providers, home buyers and others. Parties interesting in securing
the services of Mr. Connell and FACTs are invited to contact us directly.
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Legend
Counties increased by 75%
Counties increased 100%
Ban or Moratorium

Jurisdiction
At Large

At Large

At Large
Kennewick
Richland
West Richland

At Large
Wenatchee

At Large
Port Angeles
Sequim

At Large
Battle Ground
Camas
Vancouver
Washougal

Current
or
Proposed Total
pending Additional Proposed Ban or
Allotments license Allotment Allotment Moratorium
Adams County
2
0
1
3

2

Asotin County
2

1

3

2
4
3
1

Benton County
2
1
0
1

0
0
0
0

2
4
3
1

3
3

Chelan County
3
2

0
2

3 Moratorium
5

3
2
1

Clallam County
3
2
1

2
1
1

5
3
2

6
1
1
6
1

Clark County
5
1
1
6
1

0
1
0
6
0

Moratorium
Ban
Ban
Ban

6 Ban
2
1 Ban
12
1 Ban

At Large

Jurisdiction
At Large
Kelso
Longview

At Large
East
Wenatchee

1

Allotments
3
1
3

0

1 Ban

Current
or
Proposed Total
pending Additional Proposed Ban or
license Allotment Allotment Moratorium
Cowlitz County
3
3
6
0
1
2
3
3
6
Douglas County
3

0

2 Moratorium

1

2

1

Ferry County
1

1

2

1
4

Franklin County
0
3

0
0

1 Ban
4 Ban

1

Garfield County
0

0

1 Ban

At Large
Ephrata
Moses Lake
Quincy

3
1
2
1

Grant County
2
1
2
0

2
1
1
0

5
2
3
1 Ban

At Large
Aberdeen
Hoquiam
Ocean Shores

3
1
1
1

Grays Harbor County
3
2
1
1

2
1
1
1

5
2
2
2

3
1

Island County
3
1

2
1

5
2

At Large

At Large
Pasco

At Large

At Large
Oak Harbor

2

Columbia County
0

1

1
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At Large
Port Townsend

Jurisdiction
At Large
Auburn (part)
Bellevue
Burien
Des Moines
Federal Way
Issaquah
Kent
Kirkland
Maple Valley
Mercer Island
Redmond
Renton
Sammamish
SeaTac
Seattle
Shoreline
Tukwila

At Large
Bainbridge
Island
Bremerton

At Large
Ellensburg

At Large
Goldendale

3
1

Allotments
11
2
4
1
1
3
1
3
2
1
1
2
3
1
1
21
2
1

Jefferson County
3
1

2
1

5
2

Current
or
Proposed Total
pending Additional Proposed
license Allotment Allotment
King County
11
11
22
2
2
4
4
4
8
0
1
2
1
1
2
4
0
3
1
1
2
3
0
3
2
2
4
0
1
2
0
1
2
2
2
4
3
3
6
0
0
1
1
0
1
27
21
42
2
2
4
0
1
2

Ban or
Moratorium

Moratorium
Ban

Ban
Ban

7

Kitsap County
7

7

14

1
2

1
3

1
2

2
4

2
2

Kittitas County
2
2

1
1

3
3

3
1

Klickitat County
2
1

2
0

5
1 Ban
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At Large
Centralia
Chehalis

Jurisdiction
At Large

4
2
1

Lewis County
3
2
1

3
1
1

7
3
2

Current
or
Proposed Total
pending Additional Proposed Ban or
Allotments license Allotment Allotment Moratorium
Lincoln County
2
0
1
3
Mason County
4
1

At Large
Shelton

4
1

At Large
Omak

Okanogan County
4
3
1
1
Pacific County
2

3
1

7
2

3
0

7
1 Ban

At Large

2

1

3

At Large

Pend Oreille County
2
1
1

3

Pierce County
17
1
2
2
9

17
1
2
2
16

At Large
Bonney Lake
Lakewood
Puyallup
Tacoma
University
Place

At Large
San Juan
Island
Lopez Island
Orcas Island

17
1
2
2
8

0
0
0
0
8

Ban
Ban
Ban
Ban

1

0

0

1 Ban

0

San Juan County
0

0

0

1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1

2
2
2
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At Large
Anacortes
Burlington
Mount Vernon
Sedro-Woolley

Jurisdiction
At Large

At Large
Arlington
Bothell (part)
Edmonds
Everett
Lake Stevens
Lynnwood
Marysville
Mill Creek
Monroe
Mountlake
Terrace
Mukilteo

At Large
Spokane
Spokane
Valley

At Large

At Large
Lacey
Olympia
Tumwater

4
1
1
3
1

Skagit County
4
1
1
3
1

4
1
1
3
1

8
2
2
6
2

Current
or
Proposed Total
pending Additional Proposed Ban or
Allotments license Allotment Allotment Moratorium
Skamania County
2
2
1
3

16
1
1
2
5
1
2
3
1
1
1
1

7
8

Snohomish County
16
16
1
1
1
1
1
2
5
5
1
1
2
2
3
0
1
0
0
1
1
0
Spokane County
7
8

32
2
2
4
10
2
4
3 Ban
1 Ban
2

1
1

2
2

7
8

14
16

3

3

0

3 Moratorium

4

Stevens County
3

3

7

6
2
2
1

Thurston County
6
2
2
1

6
2
2
1

12
4
4
2
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Wahkiakum County
0
1

At Large

1

At Large
Walla Walla

Walla Walla County
2
2
0
2
2
1

Jurisdiction
At Large
Bellingham
Ferndale
Lynden

At Large
Pullman

At Large
Grandview
Selah
Sunnyside
Yakima
Total

2

2 Ban
3

7
6
1
1

Current
or
Proposed Total
pending Additional Proposed Ban or
license Allotment Allotment Moratorium
Whatcom County
6
7
14
6
6
12
1
1
2
0
0
1 Ban

1
3

Whitman County
0
3

Allotments

6
1
1
1
5
334

1
2

2
5

Yakima County
5
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
5
0
305
222

6
1
1
1
5
556

Ban
Ban
Ban
Ban
Moratorium
35
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